
BUSINESS PLANS INTERNET CAFE

JavaNet Internet Cafe internet cafe business plan executive summary. JavaNet is a start-up business that will provide a
unique forum for communication and.

These service providers are also rather costly for the average consumer. JavaNet is a place for people to
experience the technology of the Internet. Even if someone is not a true capitalist, they still need to consider
that to be in business one must earn money from that venture, and certainly enough to break-even so as to be
able to continue said venture. Clear vision of the market need. However, if you adopt the right approach and
take the right steps, then you will succeed. Future expansion to other locations is planned. High backed
mahogany booths with flat-screen monitors inset into the walls provide a cozy hideaway for meetings and
small friendly gatherings. Strategy pyramid graphics are presented in the appendix of this plan. State-of-the art
equipment. However, there are European countries where the total number of publicly accessible terminals is
also decreasing. The possibility of additional units has been accounted for in the current floor plan. At this
point you also have to start to consider creating a social media presence for your company, and contemplating
creating a website with a plan to draw your targeted audience. This is the backbone of your entire business
plan. You may need to register the business with the county clerk's office in your county. The site at 10th and
Oak will require funds for renovation and modification. Company Summary JavaNet, soon to be located in
downtown Eugene on 10th and Oak, will offer the community easy and affordable access to the Internet. This
will shield the owner Cale Bruckner, and the three outside investors, Luke Walsh, Doug Wilson, and John
Underwood, from issues of personal liability and double taxation. Internet sales were estimated by calculating
the total number of hours each terminal will be active each day and then generating a conservative estimate as
to how many hours will be purchased by consumers. Market Analysis Summary JavaNet is faced with the
exciting opportunity of being the first-mover in the Eugene cyber-cafe market. Competition from online
service providers comes from locally-owned businesses as well as national firms. Contact a computer
specialist to find out which computers will be suitable for use in your internet cafe. To develop good business
strategies, perform a SWOT analysis of your business. In the first section, outline the types of computer
services and food and drink items to offer customers. The following are some examples of questions: â€” Will
this be a casual place, or is there going to be some requirements? A unique, upscale, and innovative
environment is required to provide the customers with an atmosphere that will spawn socialization. Apply for
a business license through the county clerk's office or by contacting your local small business administration
office. The cost of access to the Internet for home users is dropping rapidly. Things Needed. This group of
customers serves an important function at JavaNet. JavaNet will offer introductory classes on the Internet and
email. Performs cash management, general ledger accounting, and financial reporting for one or more
properties.


